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26 October 2018
ART COMES TO SANDBACH
The Sandbach Art Club held their annual exhibition at the Masonic Hall in the town on Friday the 26th October,
Saturday (27th) and Sunday (28th) with 188 submitted pictures from 36 artists.
Subjects were as varied as the choice of medium and style of art work with ink drawn hares, oil painted boats,
scenes of Cheshire towns in watercolours and a pack of dogs in various colours. Relief works, oil and acrylic
paintings surrounded the main room at the hall during the second exhibition at the venue this year. The
Sandbach Art Club also hold an event during the annual Sandbach Transport Festival in April and individual
members show off their works during the monthly Sandbach Concert Series at St Mary’s Church Hall on the last
Wednesday of the month.

Guests at the opening of the exhibition included the Leader of the Cheshire East Council, Cllr Rachel Bailey,
Cllr Paul Bates, and Sandbach Mayor Richard Hovey, who all enjoyed looking at the artists work. Rachel Bailey
was keen to attend the exhibition after the request from the art club arrived on her desk and liked a number of
pictures including one of a sailing yacht that managed to capture the movement of the sea perfectly.
The Art club meets every Friday at the Masonic Hall between 9.00am and 12.00noon with between thirty and
forty active members, along with a waiting list of people wanting to join this thriving community of artists who
enjoy talks and workshops during their meetings. The latest speaker will be showing them how to paint without
brushes. The club have recently acquired a camera and projector to capture the demonstration and project the
small details onto a larger screen so members can appreciate the finer points of the speakers work, thus giving
them more information about the different styles of art work. The artists also go on trips to gain more
knowledge of different media with a recent trip going to see Lino prints at Hepworth and in November they will
be attending the Craft Fair at the NEC in Birmingham.
If you missed the exhibition and would like to see some more of the pictures, the next display by the society will
be at the Snowdrop Walks at Rose Heath on the 8 February to the 1 March 2019 and the Concert Series on the
31 October and 28 November 2018.
Anyone wishing to be added to the list of prospective members should contact Davidpfisher@hotmail.com
(Chairman) or withmaggiecrewe@aol.com (Secretary)
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27 October 2018
LAUNCH OF POPPY APPEAL
On the 27 October 2018 the Royal British Legion launched its annual Poppy Appeal in Waitrose with the help
of the Fire Cadets and the local PCSO.
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27 October 2018
AUTHOR AT LIBRARY EVENT
On Saturday the 27 October 2018, Children’s writer Fiona Barker paid a visit to Sandbach Library as part of a
tour to launch her latest book “Danny and the Dream Dog”. The book is published locally in Stockport and is

about a boy called Danny who desperately wanted a dog but like Fiona’s parents she was denied the opportunity
for a pet until things take an unexpected turn. Fiona is also in the same position with her daughter who keeps
asking for a dog and despite Fiona’s patents having dogs before she was born their daughter Fiona have so far
not succumbed to the temptation to get a pet for her daughter as it has not been practical but the experience has
become the inspiration for the book.
In 2016, Fiona self-published her first book “Amelie and the Great Outdoors” which was illustrated by Rosie
Brooks, however when she met an illustrator called Howard Gray at a writer conference two years ago while he
was pushing his own book idea and had his own illustrations to show to publishers, Fiona thought they looked
good and asked him if he would be interested in illustrating her book if was published. This is Howard’s first
Children’s Picture Book and soon a publisher was found who agreed to take on the book, writer and also
Howard as illustrator.
Like a lot of writers Fiona didn’t think of starting her writing until she had a child and started reading picture
books to her daughter. This was a time when she became aware of the great illustrations available for younger
readers with the pictures helping to tell the story for both the reader and the listener as it is read to them. This
bond between reader and listener can bring the child closer to the story as together they visualise the settings and
characters in the book. The child leans to read the picture as well as the words and it helps them with the
develop of their emotional literacy and experience to interpret their expressions in everyday life. They lean to
experience emotions that they won’t always experience on a daily basis and get to try them out via the picture
books through the image rather than just the text making this a good way of introducing children to books and
their imagination.
As a child of the 70’s, Fiona grew up in a time when there was an explosion of ‘Picture books’ and vividly
remembers the books she was read when she was a child and still remembers seeing the pictures and bits of the
text from those stories. “That is the great thing about these books they stay with you for life and become a part
of growing up and it is a massif privilege to be a part of that world and to think that in the future someone will
look back on her books”.
When growing up Fiona remembers books like “Whistle for Willie”, which like her own book was about a dog.
It was about a little boy who wanted to learn to whistle to be able to call the dog. Another book which starts
with the words “Every night after the sun went down Buzzy, Jane and Snapper….”, is remembered by the author
for the opening lines of the book, but she cannot remember the title, which shows how important an opening line
is to a story as it captures the imagination and makes you want to read on.
The work of a writer has certainly changed over the years as You-Tube, Twitter and Facebook now play such a
big part in publicising a book with versions available as cartoons and digital versions on Amazon. But the
picture book format for youngsters doesn’t fit into this internet world of E Books as the market is very small and
because the best way to appreciate them is for a relative to read to the child while looking at the illustrations.
Publishers have a format for picture books that works for the reader and rather than taking a guess as to how to
do this type of book the writer is moved into the template if they want their book to succeed and be published.
Fiona Barker also looks after the ‘Picture Book Club’, which is for adults who love picture books and want to
find out more about them as well as appreciating the format. With regular gatherings all over the country they
have speakers from the world of picture books with authors, illustrators, publishers and agents coming to
meetings to talk about their role in the publication world and then they have cake, which is decorated in a style
connected to the speaker from book covers to character illustrations.
The day job of the author is as an audiologist in a hospital, who helps people who have balance problems to get
better through diet and education about life changes. So, this new venture into the book world is an interesting
side-line and going to libraries is something Fiona Barker enjoys as she meets her readers and this time round
talks dogs.
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27 October 2018
HALLOWEEN EVENT IN SANDBACH
The Sandbach Partnership have again staged a Halloween Event in the town with various stalls and a fancydress competition with children dressing up in their monstrous costumes. The Street Dance Academy staged a
version of the Time Warp.
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3 November 2018
FODEN’S BAND SOLO, DUET AND QUARTET COMPETITION
Brass Band, “National Championship” winners Foden’s Band has been busy with its youth projects in Sandbach
over the last two weeks culminating in their eighth Solo, Duet and Quartet competition at Sandbach School on
the 3 November 2018. This was a week after a Youth Festival funded by the Arts Council of England on Sunday
the 28th October, involving tuition for youngsters along with a series of small concerts to show what the players
had learnt and culminated in a show with local band’s taking part with Foden’s Band.
The competition this week has become an international affair with 64 players taking part in over 14 classes
(Competitions) of which at least 26 competitors were from continental Europe. Four players took on the
challenge of four different classes with 13 taking part in 3 classes of competition which ranged from Open Slow
Medley, Open Air Varie, through Open Duet and Quartet to a new class the Parent and Child Duet which was
possibly inspired by the duet of Tim Pannel and his son Archie who at the age of 5 last year wowed audiences
before the lunchtime presentation of awards.
The competition was adjudicated by Gary Curtin (Foden’s Band Solo Euphonium player.), Jimmy Hayes
(Scottish Funeralcare Co-op Band Cornet Solo), Dr Brett Baker (Black Dyke Band Solo Trombone) and Philip
Tait who was given the task of awarding a new prize by judging the best Cornet Player of the competition with a
cash prize donated by Foden Band Patron, Mrs Pat Smith.
Started in 2011 with eleven classes the organisers of the competition have secured sponsorship for various
classes from past and present members of the band like Jimmy Charles who donated an award under his late
wife’s name for the Louise Charles Memorial Trophy which was awarded to the 16 to 21 Air Varie. Granville
Jennings donated the trophy for the under 16 Air Varie, while Mark Wilkinson (Principal Cornet) supplied the
Open Slow Melody trophy. There were also a number of other trophies donated for musicians who deserved a
special mention including best local player donated by Sandbach Town Council and youngest player.
However, the star award was not handed out during the competition as on display in the main hall was the
National Championship Trophy which the band won at the Royal Albert Hall on the 6th of October 2018 when
they beat Cory Band into second place, Brighouse and Rastrick into third with Black Dyke and Fairey coming in

fourth and fifth. Competitors lined up to take their picture with the trophy while at the same time hoping they
could take home some silver for themselves from the prize table next to it.
Main organiser Fiona Rolfe and members of the band have again excelled themselves with the competition
which brought talent from all over the world to Sandbach.
Europeans, Benjamin and father Juergen Krauss took part in the Parent and Child class on trombones while
Emil and brother Florian Krogsaeter from Norway joined Roman Mohylergts from the Ukraine, now living in
Norway, in various categories of the competition, looked over by their Belgium teacher. Family members
Margot, Martijn and Simon Binon all returning from last year with Hannah Taylor from Rode Heath and Lilly
Mae McLaren from Biddulph joining Bethany and India Harby, both from Sandbach, to make this a truly
international event.
With the freedom of movement still available while we are in Europe the increase in those from abroad was
noticeable at this year’s event but what will happen next year may tell a different story. However, the standard
of local musicians is improving with the help of Foden’s Band so next year if the Europeans do manage to get
here, they will be in for some stiff opposition and a wonderful day of competition in a very welcome Sandbach.
(Pictures as Named Hannah Taylor (Cornet) and Lilly Mae McLaren (Horn) / Adjudicator Gary Curtin (Foden’s
Band) / Benjamin and Juergen Krauss (Trombone L to R) / Emil and Florian Krogsaeter with Roman
Mohylevgts (L to R) with National Trophy.)
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10 November 2018

POPPY DAY IN SANDBACH
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11 November 2018
ARMISTICE DAY IN SANDBACH
With the end of the Great War exactly 100 years ago to the day Sandbach paid a fitting tribute to all who had
fallen during the bloodiest war the people of Great Britain had seen. With conscription being introduced for the
first time to replace soldiers who were facing the fiercest opponent the world had ever seen, there were 726 men
who signed up in the St Mary’s Parish, with 80 of them not returning to the town and more than 162 who failed
to come home from the whole area of Sandbach.
There must have been over 1,000 people at the War Memorial in the town centre in Sandbach to remember
those not only from WW1 but also conflicts around the world in the 100 years since.
In 1918, on the day that war ended there was a procession from Elworth and Wheelock by the workers from the
Foden factory and Messrs Brunner Mond, with the Foden Motor Works Band marching in the afternoon from
Elworth while playing lively airs in celebration of the peace treaty. Flags were flown at most of the windows
and the church bells were rung. This year the procession was led by the Roberts Bakery Band who trumpeted
the arrival of the dignitaries, Royal British Legion members, Council officials and Councillors, with members of
the Armed forces, youth groups and representatives of the Police and Fire services as they marched from
Westfields on Middlewich Road to the War Memorial in the Market Square.
Unfortunately, at 10.20am the Council staff at the memorial found that the power supply to their equipment was
unavailable due to a technical fault. Having checked the fuses and plugs it was decided to enlist the help of two
local people, Ian Alexander and Susan Walker who both had battery powered speakers to help supply the sound
for the service at 11am.
The Lions Band had been playing since 10.30am on the cobbles and now were ready for a small service on the
square with a local choir joining those gathered for the first hymn, “O Valiant hearts who to your glory come”.
With the sound equipment installed Reg Dunning and the Revd Thomas Shepherd then continued with the last
post played by a member of Roberts Bakery Band, the Ode to the Fallen, “They shall not grow old…” a minutes
silence and then the laying of the wreaths with the Deputy Lord Lieutenant of Cheshire, Mr Tony Garnett, first
followed by Sandbach Mayor, Richard Hovey, Cllr Barry Moran (Sandbach and Cheshire East) and local
organisations including the ATC, Army Cadets, Brownies, Girl Guides, Scouts, Sandbach School, Sandbach
Girls School and Sandbach Fire Cadets.

After the parade had moved on to St Mary’s Church for a Service of Remembrance the public then came
forward to pay their own respects to family members who had died during conflicts including Olivia Harris
(aged 7) who planted a cross for her Grandad Tom and Grandma Iris.
Remembrance Day moved to St Mary’s Church where on the 17 November 1918 the town held a United
Thanksgiving service at 3pm with “All people that on earth do dwell”, “God is our hope and strength” opening
the singing, with Foden’s Band playing “The Hallelujah Chorus” as well as accompanying the hymns.
Although the Vicar didn’t follow the 1918 service one member of Foden’s Band in his own way connected the
two events together as he played with the Lions Band, following on from his predecessor in the Foden’s Motor
Works Band which had played in the St Mary’s Church 100 years before. Iain McKnight of Foden’s Band
played the Eb Tuba as the congregation sang, “Eternal God, before whose face we stand” and heard lessons and
psalms from the vicar and members of the congregation. Mrs Marjory Newton laid a wreath at the back of the
church on behalf of the Royal British Legion under their flags which are situated by the memorial window,
before the vicar started the prayers of intercession read by an ex-serviceman, a funeral director, a current
member of HM Armed Forces, a civilian, a Sergeant in the Police force, the Mayor of Sandbach, a cadet and
three young people.
The service ended with the National Anthem and Blessing as it did in 1918 but unlike the end of the war service
when Foden’s Band played a concluding voluntary the bells of St Mary’ started to ring out in 2018 across the
town at the start of a 3 hours peal which ended at 3.30pm.
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11 November 2018
PEAL OF BELLS FOR ARMISTICE DAY IN SANDBACH
To mark the end of the First World War, bell towers across the world have played a Peal in celebration of the
event, similar to what happened in 1918 after the bells had been silent for the years of conflict. When they got
the news at the end of the war the campanologists from all the towns in Britain took to the ropes to ring out the
bells so the whole country could find out that there would be no more fighting and their brave soldiers would
return home.
Sandbach is one of a number of towers that have decided to take this a stage further and attempt a Peal of Bells
which lasts three hours non-stop. I am told that if you make a wrong note in the 5,040 changes you have to stop.
The team of eight ringers managed to do the full peal from 12.30pm to 3.30pm a feat not performed in Sandbach
since it was last attempted in 1973. This wonderful sound and tribute to the fallen including the 1,400 bell
ringers who took part in the great war and lost their lives fighting for their country and freedom.
Daryl L Bratt, Lynne P Hughes, Cathy E Potter, Jason Bowden-King, Thomas A Nestor, Steven Stoker,
Timothy M Davis and Andy Guest took part in this unique experience with Lynne returning from Dawlish in
Devon to take part in the event having been encouraged to take up the hobby by her mother who usually rings
the bells at St Mary’s. The ringers managed the peal and looked as fresh as they did when they started but I am
sure they were ready for a rest. However, most of the ringers returned to the bell tower in the evening to ring for
the service and one went to Crewe where they were ringing in the town centre church tower for the last time as
it was becoming unsafe.
If anyone fancies having a go the church are looking for volunteers maybe to ring for a short time but I am told
they would like to attempt the full peal again next year.
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24 November 2018
SANDBACH LIGHTS SWITCH ON
With 31 days left to Christmas the Sandbach Lights Committee have arranged the annual switch on in the town.
On Sunday the 18th November 2018, the Sandbach Round Table and volunteers put up the lights in the town
with features on the Literary Institute, Town Hall and the newly refurbished Market Hall. There is also the usual
parking spot for Santa Clause and his sleigh waiting at the Community Garden on the corner of Scotch Common
by the Library and Fire Station and PC Frosty is standing guard outside the Police Station ready to make sure
the sleigh has enough room to take off on its journey on Christmas Eve. This year the lights are complimented
by some wonderful new displays that have been installed in the shop windows for Christmas shoppers and also
to be judged on Friday the 30 November by the Mayor, Richard Hovey as part of the Christmas Market which is
part of the town’s countdown to the celebration of the birth of Jesus on the 25th December.
Sandbach Round Table were also on hand at the Switch On, to look after Father Christmas as he not only helped
to switch on the lights with the Mayor of Sandbach, Richard Hovey, but also listened to a long line of children’s
lists of what they want for Christmas. The Round Table have agreed a new contract with Father Christmas to
take him on tour around the town in the next few weeks when children (And adults) will be able to meet him
before he sets off on his great journey on the morning of Christmas to deliver all the presents. They also have a
website where you can track the Sandbach Santa as he travels around the local streets.
The original lights were switched on in Sandbach about 1977-8 when Dennis Robinson, John Moore, and later
Roy Sutton joined Russell Kinsey of the Chamber of Trade to bring them to the town. Light displays were
supplied from the Blackpool Illuminations which were collected by Graham Alcock and committee members
who then installed them around the town with some soldiers being attached to the Military Arms on Congleton
Road and other displays being attached to the old cement street lighting with cables run down the posts into the
timer at the bottom behind a cover which was left open to the elements, something health and safety today
would condemn. Rope lighting was also strung down Bold Street and outside Just Jill’s where they were
plugged into a 13amp socket in the shops with a choc block connection distributing the power to various strings.
When Russell Kinsey left the Chamber of Trade the organisation of the lights became the responsibility of a
group of volunteers. The committee included Graham and Elsie Alcock who became part of the organising
committee at the end of the 1990’s and are now responsible for the maintaining of the lights, design and
organising of the funding for the switch on event and running costs.
The tree on the Market Square this year has cost about £1,000 and was funded by Sandbach Town Council who
have also made up the £6,500 grant which the organisers have collected to spend on this year’s display. Costs
have been incurred for the lights, cherry picker used to put them up, insurance and the launch event with a sound
system and the stage that cost £1,000 for the night.
Back in 2005, the Sandbach Town Council gave the Christmas Lights Committee £2,000 to help with the costs
of the season with the rest of the money being supplied by shop keepers in the town but as the high street shops
started to lose business to the internet and out of town centres, they became reluctant to donate to the lights and
at one time their future was not looking very bright and was in jeopardy of going out. But due to the dedication
of the volunteers they were kept going and have now become an integral part of many events during the
Christmas season.
With global warming in the news a few years ago the committee decided to throw away the old tungsten
filament bulbs and changed to the new LED lights which not only save electricity but also still give as bright a
light as the old type.
Previous events included in 2007 entertainment provided by the Sandbach Ladies Choir and Sandbach School
Band, in 2013 Peter Pan and the Fairy from the Pantomime at the Lyceum Crewe arrived with Dot Flint of the
Sandbach Partnership, Fiona Bruce (MP) and Silk 106.9 to press the button.
The 2014, switch on had Peter Piper (Comedian) from the Pantomime “Jack and The Beanstalk”, along with
local traders getting into the spirit of the occasion with one of the restaurants running a name the snowman
competition and the Market Tavern on the square switched on their own lights at the same time as the town’s
illuminations.

On the 28 November 2015, the switch on was dampened when rain drenched the Market Square as hundreds of
people turned out to see the cast of the Crewe Lyceum Pantomime, “Cinderella” turn on the lights along with
Father Christmas (Santa to his friends) and Sandbach Mayor Gill Merry. Alice Baker who starred as Cinderella
was joined by Richard Foster King and Darren Southworth who were the Ugly Sisters on stage as they appeared
to choose the best fancy dress costume as well as entertain the crowds.
In 2016, Sandbach had its annual Light Switch-On in Fog with the star attraction of Malcolm Lord who was
playing Dame Widow Twankey in “Aladdin”. Malcolm Lord was the third actor to play Bungle in the
Children’s programme Rainbow a show that was shown on ITV in the 1970’s.
Last year again had rain as the organisers arranged the fairground rides and of course the annual visit of Father
Christmas with the Round Table float.
Praise this year must go to Elsie and Graham Alcock, who arranged the day and have spent the last few months
checking all the lights, looking at them one by one to make sure they all worked.
The lights will be seen over the Christmas Season and will enhance the Christmas Market on the 30 November
in the Market Square, High Street, Town Hall, Market Hall and Small Car Park.
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25 November 2018
SANDBACH TALKING NEWSPAPER PRESENTS LONG SERVICE AWARDS
Formed 32 years ago the Sandbach Talking Newspaper has a dedicated team of people who read the local
papers including the Sandbach Chronicle to blind and partially sighted people in the area.
Not confined to Sandbach the facility is available to anyone who has difficulty reading the local papers and
magazines and has listeners in Alsager, Nantwich and further afield who get a memory stick with this week’s
publication on it. They then plug the stick into a speaker system specially designed for the blind to hear the
broadcast.
Formed in December 1986 the Sandbach Talking Newspaper started in the offices of Stuart Lowndes in Hind
Heath Road. They then moved to Lea House in Old Middlewich Road and on the 24 April 2004, MP Lady Ann
Winterton opened their new studio in 501 Crewe Road, Wheelock CW11 3RX the home of Tarmx. In the early
days the programmes were put onto cassettes followed by changing to an MP3 format which is recorded and
edited once a week in their studio.
Sandbach Mayor, Richard Hovey attended their meeting on the 25 November to hand out long service awards to
members. Two volunteers, Sandra Sutton and Godfrey Williams have been with the society for 30 years, Pauline
Thornton has been reading for 25 years and 20 years of service was recognised for Norma Stolworthy and Ann
Main. A 15-year certificate was handed out to Elspeth O’Dell and 10-year certificates went to technician
Andrew Rowland and reader Diane Noble.
Always on the look out for new members to help out organisers say it is not a 30-year commitment, some only
do a few months or years with readers taking one evening in a rota that could be 8 weeks apart or on a more
regular basis depending on availability. Contact can be made via their website or Facebook pages.
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30 November 2018
SANDBACH CHRISTMAS MARKET ATTRACTS THOUSANDS
Sandbach’s Christmas Market on the 30th November 2018, attracted thousands of people to see the stalls and
enjoy the entertainment provided by the local schools, Sandbach Folk Club and various brass bands and musical
groups from the area. One group of brass playing girls from Sandbach High School set up outside the
Barnardo’s shop to raise funds for the charity. St Luke’s provided shelter from the rain for Santa Claus on their
big red bus and like the light switch on event attracted a long queue of children to see him.
Starting at 3pm the stall holders has a slow start to the day but as time went on the crowds of people turned out
on the showery evening to support the event and at one time both the indoor market and the market square
cobbles were so crowded with people it was more packed than waiting for a train on Northern Rail.
Charity stalls mixed with traders to make this a really colourful event with Christmas themed items for sale and
food a drink that you only get at this time of the year with the local Brownies providing the chestnuts roasting
on an open gas fire with one shop giving away mulled wine with every purchase of a mince pie of piece of
Christmas cake.
The original idea of a Christmas Market was combined with the “Lights Switch On”, but it soon became
apparent that the two events clashed with each other and on the 3 December 2010 the first solo Christmas
Market and late-night shopping took place in Sandbach with a larger number of stalls and entertainment in the
town.
In 2015, the event had a celebrity appearance by the “Tears for Fears” original drummer Manny Elias who along
with his actress wife Deborah Bouchard (Coronation Street and Emmerdale extra etc.) sold their “Bongo’s
Chilli” which was originally made while Manny was touring with the band and four years later the couple are
still coming to the Christmas Market to sell their popular chilli with many of their customers going to Congleton
Makers market and others to get repeat orders. This year is especially important to Manny Elias as “Tears for
Fears” released their first LP “The Hurting”, 35 years ago on the 7th March 1983 which went to number one in
the UK album charts two weeks after release and included the hit song ‘Mad World’. Two years later the LP
“Songs from the Big Chair” hit the shelves and put the group securely in the record history books.
The event also announced the winners of the Best Dressed Stall Holder competition, which this year was a
combined effort by the 3rd Sandbach Brownies, with Carole Kinsella and Linda Gibbs in charge and various
brownies helping out. Mayor Richard Hovey was tasked with choosing the winner and chose this stall because
they had all dressed up for Christmas and kept to the spirit of the event. It was a close-run competition with the
ladies from the St Luke’s stall in the Indoor Market coming second with their teddy bear and chocolate Santa
fundraiser.
The other competition winner this year was for the “Best Shop Window Display”. Started in 1972 this is the
longest running event in the Christmas build up only stopping briefly between 2003 to 2009 when the original
organisers ceased to exist and a new sponsor was found to take over. In 2012 the Sandbach Town Council took
over the organisation of the event and the Sandbach Mayor has been given the task of choosing the best
window. Cllr Richard Hovey this year looked at all the windows in the town both during the daytime and at
night time to make sure that it was the most attractive window during the season. This year’s winner was
‘William R Shoes’ whose design included snow, Christmas Trees, a wooden reindeer and plenty of Christmas
magic made it a worthy winner. Designed by Jo Eeley it came as a bit of a surprise to the shopkeeper when
Town Crier Dennis Robinson stopped outside the shop to announce the winner and the Mayor was there to
present the cup to owner William Edey who quickly rang Jo on the phone so she could enjoy the formal
presentation of the prize for her efforts.

With about 100 stalls on the Small Car Park, Indoor Market, Outside the Town Hall, upstairs at the Town Hall,
down the high street and on the Market Square, music, food, present ideas, hand crafted products and an
abundance of local artists selling cards of Christmas in Sandbach, as well as a good turn out from the usual
market traders this event managed to kick start Christmas in a way only Sandbach can do.

#######################################################################################
2 December 2018
POP MEMORABILIA ON DISPLAY AT SANDBACH TOWN HALL
Sandbach was privileged to have an exhibition of memorabilia connected to two of what will be the biggest
grossing films of 2018 and 2019, the Queen film “Bohemian Rhapsody” and the new Elton John movie,
“Rocket man” which is to be released in May 2019. Chris Hewitt who lives in the Northwich area has the
biggest collection of studio equipment and tour memorabilia in the Country and was asked by John Beddows
who runs the monthly record fairs in the Market Hall to bring some of his private museum to Sandbach to show
to visitors of the Record Fair as well as interested enthusiasts of the artists, The Beatles, David Bowie and
Queen, all of whom had used bits of the equipment on display at the 2 December fair.
Chris’s interest in music started on Oldham Market when he purchased records from a stall there. He then went
on to act as a transporter for equipment and started to work on gigs with the “Strawbs”, “Mr Fox” and others
with Mick Spratt who was in charge of setting up sound systems.
After a brief time in London he met a man from Stoke on Trent who offered him a job mixing live for “East of
Eden” and worked with “Ian Dury” and Lemmy from Hawkwind and Motorhead who was born in Stoke on
Trent and used to borrow a lot of equipment, with one of Chris’s first jobs being to retrieve items from the rock
star.
In 1972, Chris helped set up the Rochdale Festival followed by working with a group called “Tractor” who
rehearsed from 1968 in a building at 58, Market Street, Heywood which is where they went on to set up a
studio. Between 1973 and 1976 the building became the “Tractor Sound Studio”, which was partly funded by
the late John Peel and was run by Chris Hewitt with Steve Clayton, Jim Milne and Alan Burgess.
Later Chris would open his own studio in Rochdale along with Peter Hook from “Joy Division” and “New
Order”.
Peter Hook is also responsible for this collection as in 2010 Chris was asked to help put together a recreation of
an old Joy Division gig for an exhibition. As he searched for an amp that could have been used at the time by
the band he discovered one in America, which he later found out had belonged to George Harrison.
Having kept his own equipment from the 1970’s this became the seed of the collection he has today.
Equipment on display in Sandbach included a mixer and speakers from the Beatles time in the Abbey Road
Studio. These items were acquired separately by Chris but all feature on the same picture which was displayed
next to the exhibit. Another Beatles connected item was the sound compressor from John Lennon’s “Ascot
Sound Studio” at his Tettenhurst Park residence which was sold in an auction of items after Ringo Star had
acquired the house and studio from John when he moved to America and Ringo was selling off items he didn’t
want to keep when he eventually sold the house. The compressor was used by John when he made his second
solo album “Imagine” and was seen recently on television in documentary footage filmed during the recording
of the record.
With such a great collection it is no wonder that Chris is called upon to supply film and television companies
with authentic equipment for productions. Unfortunately, once Chris has set up the equipment on site he is then
not allowed to watch the filming of the scenes and only discovers what they had done when he receives a picture
from the set or sees the finished results.
A mixer used in the Bohemian Rhapsody film’s “Live Aid” sequence was on display in the foyer of the record
fair at the Market Hall. David Bowie and guitarist Mick Ronson were represented by a rehearsal mixer they used
while putting together the “Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars” album. Pink Floyd plus Emerson, Lake

and Palmer, were also featured in the exhibition at Sandbach with microphones, speakers, mixers and various
items from studio’s and stages around the world taking up the Town Hall upstairs.
For those who have an interest in the history of Pop Music this was a great opportunity to get close to iconic
pieces of equipment.

##########################################################################################
9 December 2018
SANDBACH MISSES MAN IN CAMOUFLAGE
One of Sandbach’s more colourful characters has sadly passed away. Known in the town for being dressed in
military camouflage clothing Mick whose real name was Michael Charles Smallwood was mainly living on the
streets and in the park while at the same time begging for small amounts of money usually for a drink and would
“borrow” items from shops making him a regular with the local police. He was also a friendly character and the
townsfolk of Sandbach were interested in what happened to him. What is not generally known is how he came
to be in this position and his fate in the last few months.
Catholic Priest, Michael Morton filled in some of the details at a Requiem Mass at St Winifred’s on Middlewich
Road on the 6th of December 2018. Born in 1952 to Sandbach resident Charles Smallwood and his wife Mary
who was born in Limerick, Mick was the eldest child of the family with a brother Robert and sister Kathleen
(Now Hewitt). Baptised a Roman Catholic in November 1952, he lived with his family in Crewe for a time
before returning to Sandbach where he eventually went to work at the Foden Factory for a number of years.
Unfortunately, after Mick’s mother died, he found himself homeless and was forced to live where he could and
was usually found in the centre of the town or camped out in the park. Some people offered to home Mick but
this was usually a temporary fix as I am told he soon fell out with some of them and found himself back on the
streets.
Many in the town felt sorry for Mick and helped out when they could. In the last years one of the shopkeepers
and PCSO’s arranged for Mick to move into a place in Crewe but it soon became apparent that the life on the
streets had taken its toll on him and he was last seen in the town centre being pushed in a wheelchair and was
described by a market stall holder as being in a very poor state. Towards the end of his life Mick moved into the
“Turnpike” on Middlewich Road and in the last month was moved into St Luke’s Hospice after pancreatic
cancer had taken a hold of him and on the 24 November 2018, Michael Charles Smallwood passed away.
I will always remember him as being in the town with a friendly hello and nearly always he remembered my
name. He at one time had a dog with him which he was pleased to look after but like everything else that was
stable in his life it soon disappeared. I am not sure where it went but as he moved into accommodation at the
time of the dog’s disappearance, I can only assume it was not allowed in the building and was itself rehoused.
At one time Mick became friends with a Polish man who put him up for a while. When the town held its annual
“Light Switch On” in 2015 Mick asked me to take his picture of him with his friend which I did and gave him a
copy of as a memory of that part of his life.
Up until recently Mick was seen regularly by the bus shelters or hanging around the library usually where he
had gone to get warm and he became part of the day to day life in Sandbach. He will be missed by those who
knew him for whatever reasons. RIP.

##########################################################################################
CREWE CHRONICLE (Slightly tongue in cheek article)
I was looking through the pages of the Crewe Chronicle and came across a news item about the Crewe Brass
Concert at St Mary’s Church on the 1 December 2018. It was full of information about the various Mayors who
had attended, brilliant singer Emma Brown and the Choir from Acton CE Primary School, who all joined Crewe
Brass in a great concert that not only entertained those on the night but will now be reaching a much larger
audience, a fact that your reporter failed to mention as this was the big news story of the evening. This larger
audience will be listeners to Hospital Radio Leighton who sent two of its staff, Stewart Green and Bob Squirrell
to record the concert for broadcast on Christmas Day and during the whole festive season with edited excerpts
going out during their evening broadcasts on Wednesday and Thursday nights. As you may have read recently
Hospital Radio in Crewe has just celebrated their 50th Anniversary and the brilliant recording of the concert will
make a wonderful addition to its library for broadcast, joining the Crewe Brass recording from last year at
Alsager when they had a limited audience in the church but a full audience via the Hospital Radio service.
I am sorry your reporter didn’t get this major news story as we only have some bad quality picture of ourselves
stuck behind the piano to remember the evening and a few snaps of the rehearsal which I took, due to the
position of our equipment we were unfortunately unable to get out to the front during the concert to see what
was going on. He could have taken some very nice pictures of us with the mixer and recorders to go with the
good ones of the concert. Maybe next year?
Hospital Radio broadcasts 24/7 via a computer system and has live broadcasts during the evening from 6pm to
10pm each night along with football commentary from the Crewe Alexandra ground. Over Christmas there will
be a mixture of “Live Broadcasts” including the Church Services from Leighton Hospital’s Chapel and prerecorded shows like the concert from Crewe Brass so if anyone finds themselves on the wards at this festive
time of the year, they will be able to enjoy the concert recording made for them by their own Crewe based radio
station.
Merry Christmas to all our listeners over the last 50 years and to all your readers.
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END
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